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Foundational 
Blocks

Developing a 
Shared Purpose

● Mission asks why?
○ “Why do we exist?”

● Vision asks what?
○ “What do we want to become?”

● Values and Collective Commitments 
ask how? 
○ “How must we behave to create 

the school that will achieve our 
purpose?”

● Goals ask how? 
○ “How will we know all of this is 

making a difference?



Solution Tree 



Mission: “Why do we exist?”

The mission of the Cedarburg School District 
is to provide an exemplary education that 
challenges students in a nurturing 
environment to develop into lifelong learners, 
to become responsible adults, & to achieve 
their goals and dreams.

Vision: “What do we want to become?”

We envision Parkview to be an innovative and progressive 
organization where our school community works toward 
lifelong learning through the development of 21st Century 
skills. 

● Students will be taught the social, emotional, physical, 
and academic skills necessary to become positive 
minded, resourceful, and respectful individuals. 

● All staff will remain current with teaching strategies to 
include a process to identify and support individual 
academic and behavioral needs so that each child will 
progress toward his/her fullest potential.

Values: “How must we behave to create the 
school that will achieve our purpose?

Collective Commitments

Goals: “How will we know all of this is making a 
difference?”

● By the end of the 2019-2020 school year, 100% of 
targeted Parkview students will meet or exceed 
individualized reading gap closing NWEA MAP goals.

● Individual and team SLO goals



What’s Obvious to 
You is Obvious to 
You

Activity

1. Find a partner with whom you do 
not often  collaborate

2. Stand back-to-back with partner
3. On a piece of paper write: 

“Characteristics or behaviors  I 
would like to see from every 
educator in our school.”

4. Silently list your thoughts (3 min)
5. Turn and face each other
6. Share your list with your partner.
7. Find items you have in common.



Values, Commitments, Behaviors
● Be Open minded -accept your teammates suggestions and ideas 5
● Be flexible, have grace when people need help, be willing to adapt to new situations or adjusting curriculum to fit student needs. 5
● Have a sense of humor 5
● Be positive 5
● Be passionate about your job 5
● Trustworthy, dont gossip, trust others expertise, trust people will complete their work with high standards, trust your students. 5
● Patient with each other, self, students, and colleagues.  5
● Reflective: look at your lessons and change when things don’t work. This includes classroom management. Be honest with yourself. 5
● Supportive- be graceful this job is hard, support and love one another 5
● Team player/collaborator- share, willing to problem solve. 5
● Be prepared with your data and what you need to have for a meeting. This includes day to day- show up and be ready. 5
● Child centered- look for strengths in each child, believe everyone can learn, engage students in developmentally appropriate levels, remember why you 

got into this job. 5
● Careful planning based on student needs 5
● Hard working.5
● Balance home and work life- you have to be healthy yourself to be a healthy good teacher. “If you don’t feed your teachers- they will eat the children” 5
● Transparent with challenges successes and changes 4
● Ask questions or ask for help 5
● Take risks and fail forward 5
● Willingness to improve practices and attend professional development 5
● Advocate for students and colleagues- “we are their people”. High levels of learning for ALL (all people). 5



WHAT IS A TEAM?

Developing Shared 
Understandings

1. Move around  the room to read all five 

quotes

2. Stand near the quote that resonates with 

you

3. Discuss the quote with peers in that 

group

4. Join your team and draft your 

grade/department level definition

a. The _____ team is a ...

5. Post your definition in the front of the 

room

PLC Quotes Gallery Walk



10 
Minute break



In this video, Kenneth C. Williams talks about the need for collaborative teams to establish norms. We learn that teams have to set expectations for how its 
members will behave while in the meeting. We also learn about the need to review the norms frequently to monitor the team's adherence to them.



Norms
                                     Standards by which we agree to operate when we meet

Tips for Setting Norms:

● Each team establishes its own norms
● Norms are stated as commitments to act in certain ways rather than belief 

statements
● Norms are reviewed at the beginning and end of each meeting until each 

member has internalized them
● LESS IS MORE-a few key norms are better than a laundry list
● Violation of norms should be addressed



How is the team 
functioning? 

High performing?

Barriers to remove?





In this video, Kenneth C. Williams makes a case for the importance of SMART goals to drive the work of a collaborative team. We learn that the actions of 
a team become meaningful when SMART goals force the team into acts of aligned improvement.



1. Are students progressing toward targeted 
growth goals?
a. If they are not on track to meet the 

goal, how will you adjust instruction?
b. If they are exceeding expected growth, 

how will you adjust their goal?
2. Do identified instructional strategies need to 

be changed or adjusted?
3. How will your team assume collective  

responsibility for the success of all 
students?
a. Are all team members fully invested?

4. How will your team own the school goal of 
reducing the achievement gap for students 
with disabilities in ELA?

5. School SLO

Team 
SLO 

Mid-Interval
Review 
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NWEA Fall - Winter Growth Summary



NWEA Fall-Winter Growth


